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+e efficiency of data-intensive applications in distributed environments such as Cloud, Fog, and Grid is directly related to data
access delay. Delays caused by queue workload and delays caused by failure can decrease data access efficiency. Data replication is a
critical technique in reducing access latency. In this paper, a fuzzy-based replication algorithm is proposed, which avoids the
mentioned imposed delays by considering a comprehensive set of significant parameters to improve performance. +e proposed
algorithm selects the appropriate replica using a hierarchical method, taking into account the transmission cost, queue delay, and
failure probability. +e algorithm determines the best place for replication using a fuzzy inference system considering the queue
workload, number of accesses in the future, last access time, and communication capacity. It uses the Simple Exponential
Smoothing method to predict future file popularity. +e OptorSim simulator evaluates the proposed algorithm in different access
patterns. +e results show that the algorithm improves performance in terms of the number of replications, the percentage of
storage filled, and the mean job execution time. +e proposed algorithm has the highest efficiency in random access patterns,
especially random Zipf access patterns. It also has good performance when the number of jobs and file size are increased.

1. Introduction

Distributed environments such as Data Grid and cloud deal
with data sharing and performing data-intensive tasks [1].
Due to the huge volume of data required by the data-in-
tensive tasks and the high latency in these environments,
data availability and quick data access are challenging [2].
Data replication is one of the most important approaches to
increase data access performance and data availability
[3, 4]. It can provide many advantages. For example, it can
decrease data access time and bandwidth consumption. It
also can enhance availability, scalability, and load balancing
[5]. Replication methods create multiple copies of files and
place them near the data requester [6]. Data replication has
been widely applied in database management systems
(DBMS) [7], distributed database [8], mobile system [9],
Data Grid [7], Cloud [10, 11], peer-to-peer (p2p) [12], and
Fog [13].

Replication methods consist of three main phases:
replica selection, replica placement, and replica replacement
[14]. +e performance of the replication methods in each
part directly impacts the efficiency of data access and exe-
cution time of data-oriented jobs in the distributed systems.
By looking more closely at replication algorithms, we can
understand that replication algorithms in each part can be
considered as a multimetric decision problem. Distributed
systems have dynamic nature, and their resources are het-
erogeneous. +e resources have various dynamic and static
properties. +eir specifications have direct and indirect ef-
fects on the efficiency of decision-making in these envi-
ronments. Many dynamic replication algorithms have been
proposed till now. +ese methods often assume that dis-
tributed systems are homogeneous or consider only one or a
limited number of resource specifications as decision-
making parameters. +is shortcoming can lead to ineffi-
ciencies or reduced efficiency of replication algorithms in
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real distributed systems. It is necessary to consider appro-
priate decision parameters in each part of the replication
algorithm to achieve maximum efficiency. +erefore, pre-
senting an efficient replication algorithm that uses instru-
mental parameters in its different decision-making parts to
improve the performance of real distributed systems is still
an open issue. In previous work, in each part of the repli-
cation algorithm, there is a lack of attention to some in-
fluential decision-making parameters. In the following, we
discuss them in more detail.

+e decision in each part of the replication algorithm
depends on different parameters. +e file popularity is an
effective parameter that most existing replication methods
have considered in the replica placement and replica re-
placement parts. Most of the existing replication methods
often consider only the number of file accesses in the current
interval in estimating the file popularity in a storage node.
Indeed they consider current file popularity instead of future
file popularity in decision-making. Replication algorithms
should consider the future number of accesses to file (future
file popularity) for more improvement. Although predicting
the future number of accesses is a challenge, we should note
that the file popularity metric is not enough to select a
suitable replication place (storage node) because resources
are heterogeneous in the real distributed systems. Suppose
that only file popularity is considered in decision-making. In
this case, most file access requests (locally or remotely) may
run at nodes with low storage speed or low response rates or
low communication capability and centrality that can dra-
matically increase job completion time. Besides, replication
in the wrong place may lead to overload and inefficiency.
+erefore, to select the appropriate node, it is necessary to
consider a proper set of static and dynamic characteristics of
resources such as communication capacity, workload,
bandwidth, centrality, storage speed, and future popularity.
Existing methods often assume that the resources are ho-
mogeneous or consider a limited number of metrics, such as
the number of accesses and last access time and workload.
Using an appropriate, effective, and comprehensive set of
parameters in decision-making is a challenge in increasing
efficiency. +e replica selection part is another important
part of the replication algorithm. Decision parameters that
are considered in this part have a direct impact on repli-
cation algorithm performance. Queue waiting time is one of
the most influential parameters. +e higher the storage
queue workload, the longer the access delay. Lack of at-
tention to this parameter when selecting replica for remote
access and finding suitable replica location leads to workload
imbalance and high access delay. On the other hand, failures
in distributed environments such as Cloud and Grids are
common [15]. If the data request is sent to a high failure
probability node, a delay is imposed on the data access time.
Ignoring these metrics can reduce efficiency. In most pre-
vious works, less attention has been paid to the delays due to
failure and workload in the storage queue.

Another difficulty is how to make decisions with mul-
tiple criteria (decision parameters) in each part of the al-
gorithm. In each part, the algorithm must select the most
appropriate item among existing items. One of the common

methods is to evaluate items based on evaluation criteria by a
function. +e function is often presented innovatively or
modeled using two methods: weight summodel (WSM) and
fuzzy-based model. WSM is straightforward and is used in
most previous replication algorithms. Determining weights
is very important in WSM. When the number of criteria
increases, the correct calculation of these weights can be very
difficult, so each metric’s impact on the valuation may not be
determined correctly. Fuzzy set theory can show real-world
knowledge in the face of uncertainty. Fuzzy modeling, which
has been considered in a small number of previous repli-
cation methods, can determine the effect of each metric
individually on valuation. +e fuzzy-based method models
valuation function by a fuzzy inference system.+e rules and
knowledge of the fuzzy system can be changed with the
lowest cost. +e use of a fuzzy system can provide a high
degree of flexibility. +e fuzzy inference system is relatively
fast and flexible, and its modeling is not very complex. On
the other hand, the existing fuzzy-based replacement al-
gorithm shows the acceptable efficiency of the fuzzy method
[16]. +e mentioned advantage motivates using the fuzzy-
based functions to value items based on multidecision
parameters.

+is paper proposes a new replication algorithm named
effective fuzzy-based replication algorithm (EFRA) to solve
the mentioned challenges. EFRA for decision-making in
each part uses the valuation of items based on a new set of
effective decision parameters. EFRA for decision-making in
each part utilizes a decision function. +e function values
and evaluates the existing items for selection based on a new
set of decision parameters. We model the decision function
in the replica selection part based on the weight sum model
(WSM). We used a WSM-based function in the replica
selection part. EFRA in the replica selection part selects a
replica with minimum transfer time, queue waiting time,
and failure probability in the replica node in a hierarchical
manner. Decision parameters are ambiguous, linguistic, and
fuzzy in the replica placement and replica replacement parts
of the replication algorithm. +e relationship between fuzzy
rules and valuation is extractable. +e fuzzy-based decision
is consistent with the conditions of the problem. Due to the
mentioned advantage of the fuzzy-based decision, we used
fuzzy-based functions to evaluate nodes as a place of rep-
lication and evaluate the replicas as a candidate for deletion.
To select the appropriate location for creating a new replica,
EFRA considers the future number of file accesses, last access
time, workload, failure probability, centrality, and com-
munication capacity in the candidate nodes. +e main
contributions in this paper are as follows:

(i) Considering an inadequate set of decision param-
eters in each part of the replication algorithm can
reduce data-oriented jobs’ performance and exe-
cution time in a real distributed system. We pro-
posed a new effective fuzzy-based replication
algorithm (EFRA) that improves the system’s per-
formance by considering a new effective and
comprehensive set of decision-making parameters
in each phase.
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(ii) To utilize the advantage of fuzzy-based decision-
making, EFRA in two parts of replica replacement
and replica placement uses a fuzzy function to
evaluate candidate items and increases decision-
making efficiency with several parameters.

(iii) To avoid the delays due to failure and queue workload
in the nodes, our replication algorithm (EFRA) is
presented aware of the workload and failure. EFRA in
the replica selection and replica placement parts
considers these two parameters and other effective
parameters. It prevents the delay caused by the exe-
cution of data access requests in nodes with a high
workload and high failure probability.

(iv) In order to increase data locality, our proposed
algorithm makes decisions based on the future file
popularity in the replacement and placement parts.
It uses the Simple Exponential Smoothing method
to predict future file popularity. It also presents a
metric named communication capacity (CC) that
can evaluate the centrality and bandwidth capacity.
By storing a new replica in a node with high
communication capacity, the algorithm reduces
access delay, bandwidth consumption, and mean
job execution time.

(v) To evaluate the EFRA replication algorithm, we used
the OptorSim simulator. +e simulation results
showed that EFRA could improve the performance
compared to other similar algorithms in terms of
mean job execution time, effective network usage
(ENU), replication number, and percentage of
storage usage. Evaluation of algorithms performance
in three access patterns revealed that EFRA has the
most significant improvement in random Zipf access
patterns and when the number of jobs and file size
are large. Besides, when the access pattern is se-
quential and the storage space’s size is large, our
proposed replication algorithm does not improve
significantly compared to other algorithms. +e
performance of the EFRA in various metrics proved
that the EFRA could make a more accurate decision
than other methods by considering more compre-
hensive and effective parameters and utilizing fuzzy-
based valuation in decision-making. Despite the
advantages of fuzzy-based valuing, it should be noted
that setting correct membership functions in a real
system can be difficult. If not done properly by an
expert, it can lead to undeniable inefficiency.

+e other sections of this paper are organized as follows.
Section 2 presents the related works; in Section 3, we de-
scribe our proposed method; then, in Section 4, we evaluate
the method and show the results of our simulation. Section 5
concludes the paper and explains future works.

2. Related Works

Researchers in some previous works addressed data repli-
cation. We mention some of them below.

In [17], the Least Frequently Used (LFU) and two
economic strategies were proposed. +ese methods take
place replication when the file is accessed remotely. Another
similar replication algorithm called Least Recently Used
(LRU) was proposed in [18]. LFU and LRU delete the least
frequently accessed files and least recently used files, re-
spectively. In [4], a Bandwidth Hierarchy Replication (BHR)
algorithm was presented, which works based on the network
level locality. BHR significantly reduces the cost of data
access by replicating the data required by the job near the
place where the job is executed. It reduces interregion
transmission and enhances performance. Sashi and +a-
namani presented a modified version of the BHR algorithm
(MBHR) [19]. It improves the performance compared with
the BHR by selecting a node with the maximum number of
accesses in the requesting region. In [2], a newmethod called
Hierarchy Replication Strategy (HRS) was proposed. It keeps
a copy of needed files in the local cluster. Hence, data re-
quests in a cluster can access the data at a low cost.
Rajaratnam proposed a dynamic replica placement algo-
rithm with load balancing (RPLB) [20]. RPLB replicates files
in a node with the highest degree and access frequency and
the lowest workload. +e results showed that RPLB could
enhance performance parameters such as the effective
network usage (ENU) and job execution time. In [21], the
authors presented three algorithms: a replication algorithm,
a job scheduling algorithm, and a job migration method.
Decision-making in this algorithm is based on the workload
parameter. In [22], replication algorithms were introduced,
which utilize a hierarchical three-level architecture. It rep-
licates popular files at scheduling time. It also uses a mi-
gration method to improve workload. Beigrezaei et al.
presented a fuzzy-based replication method named Fuz-
zy_Rep [23]. It utilizes a fuzzy inference system with three
input parameters, bandwidth, the last access time, and the
number of accesses, to select a tailored place for replication.
Results showed that Fuzzy_Rep algorithm could reduce the
mean job time and network usage. Also, a new fuzzy-based
replication algorithm (FRA) was presented in [16]. It uses a
fuzzy inference system to calculate file value and select a low-
value file for deleting. John developed a swarm-based
method called D2R-IWD [24]. It determines the number of
replicas for each file based on the number of file accesses, file
size, the number of available replicas, and a threshold. It also
uses the intelligent water drop (IWD) algorithm to select the
best replica for user requests. In [13], a Markov-based
replication method at edge-cloud computing was proposed.
A gray Markov chain prediction model calculates the re-
quired number of replicas for each block of files. It deter-
mines replica location based on the Fast Nondominated
Sorting Genetic algorithm.+e algorithm improves response
time, write delay, read throughput, and workload balance on
nodes. A cost-aware data replication algorithmwas provided
by Gill and Singh [25]. It calculates the number of replicas
based on data available in the system. It also uses the concept
of knapsack to improve the cost of replication. For this
purpose, replicas are transferred from expensive nodes to
low-cost nodes. Sun et al. proposed a dynamic replication
algorithm (DARS) under high load Cloud-P2P that reduces
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the workload on nodes and access latency [26]. DARS
calculates an overheating similarity range using the fuzzy
membership function. If the overheating similarity in each
node exceeds a predefined similarity, it saves the replica for
popular files in the neighboring nodes with the highest node
degree and low load. In [14], a centralized replication al-
gorithm named RCP was presented. It predicts the number
of needed replicas for each file in each region. When storage
space is not enough for replication, RCP deletes the least
recently used file.

Resources in distributed environments are heteroge-
neous. A set of dynamic and static characteristics, directly
and indirectly, affects the replication algorithm’s perfor-
mance in the distributed system. In Table 1, dynamic rep-
lication algorithms are compared in terms of the considered
parameters in different phases of the replication algorithm
(replica selection, replica placement, and replica replace-
ment). As Table 1 shows, one of the shortcomings of the
previous methods is that most of them have considered only
one or a limited number of decision-making parameters in
each part. +is shortcoming can reduce the algorithm’s
efficiency or lead to proper performance only in certain
circumstances. On the other hand, some parameters such as
failure probability, communication capacity, file size, and
future file popularity (in replica placement and replacement
phase) have not been considered.

3. Proposed Method

+e assumed network structure is explained in this section;
then the proposed replication algorithm (EFRA) and its
various parts (replica selection, replica replacement, and
replica replacement) are described.

3.1. Network Structure. Figure 1 illustrates the assumed
network structure in our proposed method. In the proposed
method, we assume that the distributed system consists of a
set of independent nodes {node1, node2, node3,..., noden}
with computing elements (CE) or storage elements (SE) that
are connected through communication links with the spe-
cific communication bandwidth BW{BW1,1, BW1,2,. . .,
BWi,j, . . ., BWn,n}.+ere are h various files {f1,f2,. . ., fh} in the
system stored in different nodes. Each file has an original
version and can have zero or several replicas. We also as-
sume that the files are read-only. User requests are given in
the form of jobs/tasks to resource brokers (RB). +e broker
dispatches jobs to the suitable nodes in regions for execu-
tion. Each job may request one or more files. As shown in
Figure 1, the assumed network structure is a hierarchical
architecture consisting of two levels (regions and nodes).
+e data transfer time within the region is lower than that
among the regions. In each region, a node with high
computing power and storage is considered as the region
header. +e region headers monitor nodes within the region
and store requirement information for our proposed algo-
rithm, such as communication bandwidth, files, and replicas
information, the latency between nodes, file access history,
and storage queue workload, as well as physical properties of
nodes. +e proposed replication algorithm is performed in

nodes in a decentralized manner. +ere are two software
components called local job scheduler (LJS) and data
scheduler (DS) in each node. Figure 1 illustrates the com-
ponents and their relationship. DS has two internal com-
ponents called local replica manager (LRM) and local replica
catalog (LRC). LJS and DS are responsible for managing the
execution of jobs and managing data in node, respectively.
LRM is responsible for managing replicas and access files
through their replicas. LJS communicates with the LRM to
access the needed data remotely by a replica. LRM executes
the proposed replication algorithm. It receives the infor-
mation needed to run the algorithm from the local replica
catalog (LRC). LRC contains the replicas information such
as replica addresses, file access history, and other needed
information for performing the EFRA. When the infor-
mation in LRC changes (creating/deleting a replica), the
changes are informed to the related region header server
(RS) by the LRM; then the RS updates its replica catalog and
sends updated replica catalog information to the nodes and
other RSs at intervals.

3.2. +e Proposed Algorithm: Effective Fuzzy-Based Replica-
tion Algorithm (EFRA). Remote access increases job exe-
cution time and decreases the performance of the distributed
system. If a job does not have its required data locally, it must
access the data remotely. Data replication is a vital opti-
mization step to manage data access. It places some replicas
in geographically distributed data stores near the data re-
questers. +erefore, to minimize data access time and data-
oriented job execution time, dynamic replication is required.
+is paper proposes a dynamic replication algorithm named
effective fuzzy-based replication algorithm (EFRA) that
improves job data-oriented execution time.

+e resource broker (RB) gets jobs from users, schedules
them based on job scheduling policy, and finds suitable
computing nodes for job execution; afterwards, the jobs are
dispatched to the suitable nodes. When a job is executed in a
node, if the job requires a not locally available file, the local
job scheduler (LJS) in the node sends the file access request
to the local replication manager (LRM) for consideration.
+e LRM calls the EFRA. LRM uses information in the local
replica catalog (LRC) for performing the EFRA. Algorithm 1
presents the proposed replication algorithm (EFRA). EFRA
consists of three main parts: replica selection, replica
placement, and replica replacement described. In the replica
selection part, the best replica among existing replicas for a
remote file access request is selected by an algorithm that is
shown in Figure 2. +e replica placement part determines
the appropriate location to store the new replica using
Algorithm 2. If there is not enough space to store the new
replica, the EFRA in its replacement part provides the re-
quired free space by removing the low-value replicas using
Algorithm 3. +ese parts are explained in the following
sections.

3.2.1. Replica Selection. In the distribution systems that use
the data replication method, many replicas may be created
for a popular file to increase performance. Hence, when a job
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requests a file that does not exist locally, a most appropriate
replica must be selected for efficient remote access. EFRA
uses a replica selection algorithm to find the most appro-
priate replica. For this purpose, EFRA calls a replica selection
algorithm. Our proposed selection algorithm uses the rep-
licas list in the LRC to find a suitable replica. Figure 2 shows
the flow chart of the replica selection method in the EFRA.

As shown in Figure 2, the EFRA, in the selection part,
creates a list of existing replicas in the current region (List1).
+en it selects a replica with low file transfer cost (TC), low
queue delay, and low failure probability. For this purpose, it
evaluates the existing replicas in List1 using equation (1).
+en it selects a replica with the maximum value (Repli-
caCost). If a replica of file does not exist in the current
region, then the EFRA replica selection algorithm searches
among replicas within other nearest regions (neighborRe-
gion). Searching for the best replica among a large number of
replicas would lead to long latency. +e replica selection
process in the EFRA has two steps. It uses a hierarchical

search. Used hierarchical searching method decreases
searching time. In equation (1), TC is file transfer cost, and
FP is failure probability in node g with a replica of requested
file f. Equation (1) models the value of each replica by the
WSM model. +e TC and FP are disunited by normalizing
methods before usage, since the criteria should have the
same unit. In equation (1), w1 and w2 are appropriate
weights. +ese weights determine each parameter’s impact
in determining the replica’s value.+e weights are calculated
empirically. +e file transfer cost TC is calculated by
equation (2). In equation (2), sizer, bandwidth, DSa,
Delay_Queue, and PropagationDelayag are the size of file “r,”
available bandwidth between node “g” and node “a,” disk
speed in node “a,” themean waiting time in the disk queue of
the node “a,” and propagation delay between node “a” and
node “g,” respectively. Delay_Queuea is estimated by
equation (3), where n is the number of file access requests
that are waiting in the storage queue and Sizez is the size of
the requested file.

ReplicaCost � w1 ∗TC + w2 ∗ FP, (1)

TC(f, a, g) �
sizef

min DSa , bandwidthag 

+ PropagationDelayag + Delay_Queue
a
,

(2)

Delay Queue a � 
n

z�1

Sizez

DSa

. (3)

3.2.2. Replica Placement. In the proposed algorithm, when a
job requires a file, which exists in the local storage, it accesses
the file locally. If the file does not exist locally, replication
takes place. +e needed files should be replicated in the
suitable node where the file will be accessed soon, have high
communication capacity, and have a low workload. +e

placement part of the EFRA is shown in Algorithm 2. It
evaluates nodes in the region with the workload and failure
probability less than a threshold. It uses a fuzzy-based
valuation function (FuzzyNodeValuFunction). +en, it se-
lects a node with the highest value (NodeValue) as the best
place for replication. In this paper, the valuation function is

Table 1: Comparison of various replica algorithms and considered parameters in replica selection, replica placement, and replica re-
placement sections.

Replica selection Replica placement Replica replacement
TD SWL SO SS FP SWL FP CC SS NA LA FPO NA LA RAT FS FPO

LFU [17] ∗ — — — — — — — — — ∗ — ∗ — — — —
LRU [18] ∗ — — — — — — — — — ∗ — — ∗ — — —
BHR [4] ∗ — — — — — — — — ∗ — — ∗ — ∗ — —
HRS [2] ∗ — ∗ — — — — — — ∗ — — ∗ — ∗ — —
MBHR [19] ∗ — — — — — — — — ∗ — — ∗ — ∗ — —
Fuzzy_Rep [23] ∗ — — — — — — — — ∗ — — — ∗ ∗ — —
PPRA [27] ∗ — — ∗ — — — — ∗ ∗ ∗ — ∗ — ∗ — —
RPLB [20] ∗ — — — — ∗ — — — ∗ — — — ∗ — — —
Method in [21] ∗ — — — — — — — — — ∗ — ∗ — — — —
Method in [13] ∗ ∗ — — — ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ — — — — — — — —
CRP [14] ∗ — — — — — — — ∗ ∗ ∗ — — ∗ — — —
DRLBS [22] ∗ ∗ — ∗ — — — — — ∗ — — ∗ ∗ ∗ — —
D2R-IWD [24] ∗ ∗ — — — ∗ — — ∗ — — — ∗ — ∗ — —
TD: transfer delay, SWL: storage queue workload, SO: search overhead, SS: the storage speed, FP: failure probability, CC: communication capacity, NA:
number of accesses to file, LA: last access time, FPO: future file popularity, RAT: remote access time, and FS: file size.
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implemented using a fuzzy inference system with four input
parameters and one output. In Figure 3, an abstraction of the
used fuzzy inference system is shown. +e output shows the
value of a node (node i). +e inputs of the fuzzy inference
system are as follows.

(1) +e Number of Accesses in the Future (NA). +e number
of future accesses (NA) indicates the number of possible
accesses to file f in node i in the future. If node i has a high
number of accesses to file f in the future, it can be considered
a good candidate for replication. +is paper uses the Simple
Exponential Smoothing method to predict the number of
future accesses to a file. +is method predicts the number of

future accesses based on file access history. It calculates the
number of future accesses to file f (NAt+1) in period t+ 1 by
equation (4). In this equation, At is the actual value of the
number of accesses to file f in period t, NAt is the predicted
value of the number of accesses in period t, and α is a
constant value between 0 and 1.

NAt+1 � α.At +(1 − α).NAt, (4)

NAt � α.At−1 +(1 − α).NAt−1, (5)

NAt−1 � α.At−2 +(1 − α).NAt−2, (6)

Node

Region header Interregion

Intraregion

Region 1

Region 2

Users

Jobs

JobsJobs

Resource broker (RB)

Region 3

Node components

Local job
scheduler

(LJS)
Local replica

manager
(LRM)

Local replica
catalog (LRC)

Data scheduler
(DS)

J J

N
od

e e
xp

an
sio

n

J D D D
CE SE

Figure 1: +e network structure in the proposed algorithm.
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NAt+1 � α.At + α.(1 − α).At−1 + α.(1 − α)
2
.At−2

+ α · (1 − α)
3
.NAt−2 .

(7)

(2) +e Communication Capacity (CC). +e higher the
node’s communication capacity, the faster the access time.
CC can also show the centrality of node i. +e communi-
cation capacity (CC) for node i in region c is calculated by

equation (8), where n is the number of the nodes within
region c, and bwij is the available bandwidth between node i
and node j.

BWc,i �


n
1 bwi,j

n − 1
. (8)

(3) +e Last Access Time Interval (TL). Based on temporal
locality, if a file is recently requested in a node, it will be

Yes

No 

No

Yes

Create list ‘List1’ of available replicas of requested file
‘f’ in the current region

Select nearest region to current region ‘c’ that has
not been studied and set it as ‘neighborRegion’

Create list ‘List1’ of available replicas of requested
file ‘f’ in ‘neighborRegion’ region

Calculate access cost (ReplicaCost) for each replica in List1
using equation 1 and sort List1 by Ascend

Select best replica from list List1 that has minimum cost
(ReplicaCost) and set it as bestReplica

Send file access request to the bestReplica.site

Send requested file f from selected replica site
(bestReplica) to requester site i

If list L is empty 

If List1 is empty 

Figure 2: +e replica selection algorithm as part of the EFRA.

Begin
If job j in node i request file f, which is not available in node i locally, 	en

BestReplica�EFRA_ReplicaSelection (f, i); //it calls the replica selection algorithm shown in Figure 3, where BestReplica is a
suitable replica for remote access to file f from the node i
Access to file F from node BestReplica.node;
BestPlace�EFRAPlacmentAlgorithm (I,f ) //it call algorithm 2 for determing best place

If f exists in BestPlace, 	en
Exit;

End If
If BestNode.FreeStorageSize〉� f.size 	en
Replicate file f to BestNode and exit

Else
EFRA_ReplacementAlgorithm(I,f ); // it calls algorithm 3 to provide enough free storage space

End if
End if

End if

ALGORITHM 1: EFRA replication algorithm (file f, job m, and node i).
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Begin
For each node i that has Storage Element (SE) in the current region do
If FPi<T failurether and workloadi <T workload Then
Bestnodelist� add node i;
Bestnodelist[i].NodeValue� FuzzyNodeValuFunction (i, f, CCi, NA, TLi,WLi);

End If
End For
BestNodeList; � sort the BestNodeList list in ascending order according to their node value
If BestNodeList; !� empty then

BestPlace� select a node from top of the BestNodeList;
Return BestPlace

End If
End

ALGORITHM 2: EFRA placement algorithm (node i and file f ).

Number of future accesses (NA)
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Figure 3: An abstraction of the used fuzzy inference system for determining a node’s value.

Begin
recentAccessHistoryList� getRecentAccessHistory (long dt); //Return the recent access history
For each replica file “f” in storage Node i Do

If a is removable and has another replica in Region, 	en //a is replica file “f”
a.value� RepFuzzyFunction (TI,NA, RAC); // it calculates value of file ‘f’ by an fuzzy inference system
FilesIsInRigon.add(a); //add replica a in the FilesIsInRigon list

Else
a.value� RepFuzzyFunction (TI,NA, RAC);
FilesIsNotRigon.add(a);

End If
End For
Sort FilesInRigon in ascending order according Its File value;
while “FilesInRigon” !� empty Do
Select a replica from top of the “FilesIsInRigon” and delete it from node ‘i’;
If i.availableStorageSize(f.size 	en
replicate file ‘f’ to node ‘i’ and exit;

End While
Sort FilesIsNotRigon in ascending order according Its File value;
while FilesIsNotRigon !� empty Do
Select a replica from top of the “FilesIsNotRigon” list and delete it from node’i’ and list;
IF i.availableStorageSize(f.size 	en
replicate file ‘f’ to grid node ‘i’ and exit;

End While
End

ALGORITHM 3: EFRA replacement algorithm (node I and file f ).
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requested again soon. +e last file access time interval is an
effective metric for selecting a suitable place for replication.
We calculate the last access time interval by equation (9),
where TL is the difference between the present time (CT)
and the last access time to file f (AT) in node i.

TLf � CT − AT. (9)

(4) +e Storage Queue Workload (WL). A node with a high
workload should not be selected as a replication place be-
cause it imposes a long delay due to waiting time queue to
file access time. +e storage queue workload (WL) is cal-
culated by equation (10), where NRW is the number of file
access requests waiting in the storage queue in node i.

WL �
NRW
DS

. (10)

In the used fuzzy system, we considered 40 identical
rules. Some of them are explained in Table 2.

3.2.3. Replica Replacement. After selecting the appropriate
replication location, a new replica is created if enough free
storage space is available on the selected node. Else, the
EFRA replacement algorithm is called to provide enough
storage space. Our proposed replacement algorithm pro-
vides free space in the node by valuing and deleting low-
value files with low remote access time from the replication
place. We calculate file value (FileValue) using a fuzzy
function (equation (5)) with three input parameters. +e
inputs include the time interval between the current time
and the last file access time (TI), the number of file accesses
in the future (NA), and remote access time to the file (RAC),
which is calculated from equation (12). In equation (12),
sizer, bandwidth, DiskSpeeda, and PropagationDelayag are
the size of file “r,” available bandwidth between node “g” and
node “a,” disk speed in node “a,” and propagation delay
between node “a” and node “g,” respectively. +e number of
accesses in the future (NA) is predicted based on the Simple
Exponential Smoothing method that was described in the
previous section (replica placement). Figure 4 shows an
abstraction of the used fuzzy inference system for valuing a
file. It shows that the fuzzy system has three inputs and one
output, which determines the replica file’s value in the fu-
ture. +e fuzzy inference system uses 20 rules. Table 3 shows
some of them. For example, rule 1 indicates that if the
number of file accesses (NA) is high and the last access time
interval (TI) is low and the remote access time to the file is
high, then FileValue of the replica is very high.

FileValue (f, g) � RepFuzzyFunction (TI,NA, RAC),

(11)

RACf �
sizef

min DiskSpeed, bandwidthag 

+ PropagationDelayag.

(12)

Algorithm 3 shows the pseudocode of the proposed
replacement algorithm. It lists all files with at least one other

copy in the region and calculates each candidate file (Fil-
eValue) using equation (11) (a fuzzy function). It sorts the
candidate list based on the value of files in ascending order.
+en a replica with the lowest value is selected and deleted
from the beginning of the list until enough space is provided.
If free space is sufficient, replication is done. Otherwise, the
remaining replicas are listed in the second candidate list
(FilesIsNotRigon) and are valued using equation (10). +e
files are sorted based on file value, and low-value files are
deleted until enough space is provided. Finally, the new
replica is stored.

4. Evaluation Results

We use the OptorSim simulator for evaluation. In this part,
first, the OptorSim as a used simulation tool is explained;
then the simulation configuration input file and eventually
simulation results are given.

4.1. Simulation Tools. +e OptorSim simulator was devel-
oped by the European DataGrid (EDG) project. It can
evaluate different replication and job scheduling algorithms
and simulate different distributed projects like CMS [28].
We should note that other simulation tools such as
MicroGrid, ifogsim, SimGrid, GridSim, and cloudSim for
evaluating replica optimizer algorithms were also developed.
+is paper used the OptorSim simulator for simulation and
performance evaluation. +e OptorSim simulator has four
configuration files that must be configured before starting a
simulation. +ese files specify the distributed system con-
figuration settings. +ese files are the configuration file, the
job configuration file, the parameters file, and the bandwidth
configuration file. Details of these files are shown in Figure 5.

4.2. Simulation Parameters. Distributed environment ar-
chitecture in our proposed algorithm is a hierarchical ar-
chitecture and consists of regions. Figure 1 shows the
network topology in our simulation, which consists of two
regions. Nodes in the regions have computational or storage
elements. Most of the existing replication strategies assume
that the data is read-only. We also assume that the files are
read-only. +e used configuration parameters are shown in
Table 4. We evaluated our method with the random Zipf,
random walk, and sequential access patterns. Access pat-
terns determine the order in which files are accessed in the
jobs.

4.3. Implementation. We used the fuzzy toolbox in MAT-
LAB software to implement the fuzzy inference systems. We
added several classes to OptorSim to connect it to MATLAB
software. +e input parameters of the fuzzy inference sys-
tems are determined during the simulation. +e properties
of used fuzzy inference systems like the inference engine, DE
fuzzy method, implication method, and aggregation are
specified in Table 5.
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4.4. Simulation Results. In this section, our simulation re-
sults are mentioned. +e proposed algorithm is compared
with the no replication, LRU, FRA, RCP, and modified BHR
algorithms.

4.4.1. +e Mean Job Time of All Jobs. +is criterion is de-
fined as the ratio of all the jobs’ total execution time to the
total number of the jobs. It is considered the most im-
portant measure for evaluating an algorithm’s

Table 2: +ree used rules in the first fuzzy inference system (replica placement phase).

Rules
1 If NA is high, CC is high, TI is low, and WL is low, then node_value is very high
2 If NA is high, CC is high, and TI is average (WL is low), then node_value is high
3 If NA is high, CC is average, and TI is low (WL is low), then node_value is high

Remote access cost

Last access time interval
(TL)

Number of future accesses

1

2

3

4

Fuzzy
inference

system
File

value

Figure 4: An abstraction of the second used fuzzy inference system.

Table 3: +ree used rules in the first fuzzy inference system (replacement part).

Rules
1 If NA is high, TI is low, and RAC is high, then FileValue is very high
2 If NA is high, TI is average, and RAC is high, then FileValue is high
3 If NA is low, TI is high, and RAC is low, then FileValue is very low

Configuration
files

01

02

03

04
Bandwidth configuration

file
Explain the specific

background network

Parameter file

Job configuration file

Grid configuration file Contain the deial information of network
topologysuch as number of CEs and SEs, etc

Contain the information about name and
volume of the files required for each job,
probability of choosing different jobs for

execution, etc

Basic simulation parameters i.e. number
of jobs, access pattern of job, maximum

queue size, etc.

Figure 5: Configuration files of OptorSim simulator.
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performance. +e lower mean job execution time indicates
that the algorithm works better, and the jobs are executed
within a shorter time. It is obtained using equation (13),
where tj(st), tj(ct), and NOJ are the time that job j is
submitted, the time that job j is completed, and the total
number of the jobs.

MJET �


NJ
i�1tj(ct) − tj(st)

NOJ
. (13)

We examine the mean job execution time of the pro-
posed replication algorithm in three test cases. In the first
test case, the proposed method is evaluated compared to
other methods in different access patterns. +e second and
third test cases evaluate the replication methods based on
varying the number of jobs and sizes of files.
(1) Test Case 1: Replication Strategies and Different Access
Patterns. In the first test, replication algorithms are evaluated
with different access patterns. Figure 6 shows that all al-
gorithms have the best results in random access patterns. In
these access patterns, a specific set of files is often requested.
Hence, most files are available locally because they are al-
ready replicated. +e test results show that the EFRA has the
shortest mean job execution time in all access patterns. +e
LRU method has the maximum job execution time in all
access patterns. It always unreasonably performs data rep-
lication. In the absence of enough space, files that have not
recently been accessed are candidates for being deleted. It
may delete the files with high access frequency or high
remote access cost. Indeed, it replicates and deletes the files
more unreasonably than other algorithms. In both modified
BHR and FRA methods, the LRU method’s problems have
been reduced because replicas are stored in a high-frequency
location in the current region. Hence, access time and mean
job execution time are less.

It should be noted that the FRA method further reduces
the access time by preventing the deletion of files that have
high remote access costs and are recently accessed. As shown

in Figure 6, the mean job execution time of the presented
method is the lowest. Because the EFRA predicts the nodes’
future needs based on their previous access, it replicates the
next needed files before being requested. Consequently, the
files are more probably locally available at the job execution
time. Since the required files’ unavailability is one of the
main reasons that increase the job execution time, this time
is considerably lowered in our proposed algorithm. Also,
replication in our method (EFRA) is done more reasonably
and correctly than the other methods. +e right node is
selected based on more parameters with a more rigorous
logic using Algorithm 2 compared with the other methods
such as the MBHR and FRA methods. Other methods only
take the number of accesses into account to select the right
replication place. +erefore, the files are more probably
locally and/or with lower cost available for the jobs during
the execution. So, the node where the file is replicated will be
more probably the node requiring the file in the future.
Hence, the mean job execution time is reduced especially in
the random Zipf access pattern. +e proposed method also
improves the load balancing by considering queue workload
and queue delay in the replica section and replica placement
phases. Also, using a more suitable replica selection
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Figure 6: Mean job time of different replication methods with
different access patterns.

Table 4: +e configuration parameters in the simulation.

Parameter Value
Number of nodes 33
Number of jobs 1000
File size (GB) 1
Failure probability 0–40%
Minimum bandwidth between two nodes (Mbit/s) 200
Maximum bandwidth between two nodes (Mbit/s) 1000
Recovery time (ms) 10000
Access pattern Random Zipf, random walk, sequential
Number of experiments 20

Table 5: +e properties of the fuzzy inference system.

Type system Mamdani
AND method Min
OR method Max
DE fuzzy method Centroid
Implication method Min
Aggregation method Max
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algorithm, EFRA prevents sending file access requests to the
replica nodes with a high queue waiting time. +erefore,
remote access is done more quickly, and, consequently, it
can have a lower mean job time. On the other hand, the
proposed method avoids the delay caused by the failures by
considering the failure probability. Regardless of failure
probability, other methods select the place of replica for
remote access.
(2) Test Case 2: Replication Strategies and Different Number
of Jobs. Today, the number of users’ jobs is increasing in
distributed systems. In this test, replication algorithms’
mean job time based on varying the number of jobs is
evaluated. +e results of this test are shown in Figure 7.

+e results show that our proposed method (EFRA)
has the best results compared to other methods, especially
when the number of jobs is high. At a large number of
jobs, the storage disk fills up quickly. As a result, an al-
gorithm that prevents valuable files’ deletion is more ef-
ficient. EFRA in the replacement phase (Algorithm 3) uses
a fuzzy inference system to evaluate files with at least one
other copy of the file in the current region. +is inference
system considers comprehensive parameters such as re-
mote access cost, latest file access time, and future file
popularity. So it determines valuable files more accurately
than other methods. Other replication methods consider
only the last file access time or the number of accesses in
the past. Hence, they may also delete valuable files. +e
EFRA replication algorithm in its replacement part (Al-
gorithm 3) further increases accessibility and file locality
by preventing the deletion of valuable files compared to
other algorithms. Hence, the mean job execution time is
less in our proposed method. In a small number of jobs, all
algorithms perform similarly and well. When the number
of jobs is small, most of the required files are replicated
quickly. Hence, the files are locally available in all
algorithms.
(3) Test Case 3: Replication Strategies and the Different Size of
Files. Today the size of required files is increasing. +erefore,
in the third test, we evaluated algorithms’ performance in the
different sizes of files. +e results are shown in Figure 8.
When the size of the requested files is large, the replica’s
location, workload, and the replica nodes’ communication
ability with other nodes are very effective in terms of the
mean job time. +e EFRA reduces access latency and in-
creases load balancing and availability by placing new
replicas (using Algorithm 2) in the nodes with high band-
width capability, high future file popularity, low failure
probability, and workload. Besides, EFRA, by preventing the
deletion of files that will be requested soon (using Algo-
rithm 3), increases local data access. Other methods in
determining the suitable replica location do not consider
suitable parameters. +ese methods are more likely to access
files remotely. Besides, they do not consider the node’s
failure probability. +ese methods may also select a node
with a high failure probability for replication. +erefore, the
nodes’ occurrence of failures increases the data access delay
and job execution time.

4.4.2. Total Number of Replications. Replication consumes
different resources such as storage space and bandwidth.
+erefore, data replication is an expensive task. As a result,
the lower the total number of replications, the lower the
system’s cost. On the other hand, the low number of rep-
lications indicates that the number of local accesses is high.
To avoid replication overheads, the number of replication
operations should be limited. +erefore, a good algorithm
has a low number of replications. Figure 9 shows that the
EFRA improves the total number of replications by about
11% and 49% compared to the LRU and RCP.+e EFRA has
a better total number of replications compared to other
methods. Because, in the EFRA, replicas are placed in a
suitable location, indeed EFRA in the placement part (Al-
gorithm 2) is more successful in finding a tailed place for
replication. It uses more comprehensive parameters com-
pared to other algorithms in selecting the best replication
place. +us, the number of local accesses increases and the
number of replications decreases. As shown in Figure 9, the
number of replications is zero. We should mention that the
noRep (no replication) method does not perform any
replication.

4.4.3. +e Percentage of Storage Filled. +e percentage of
storage filled metric is the average percentage of storage
space used to store files/replicas in the nodes. Figure 10
shows that the noRep (no replication) method has the lowest
percentage of storage filled because it does not do any
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replication and only saves the original files. After noRep, our
proposed method has the best percentage of storage filled.
EFRA results show about 13% and 43% improvement
compared to the RCP and LRUmethods, respectively. In the
proposed method, as shown in Figure 9, the number of
replications in the EFRA is less than those in the other
algorithms. +erefore, as a result, storage consumption is
reduced compared to LRU, MBHR, RCP, and FRA.

4.4.4. +e Effective Network Usage (ENU). Effective network
usage (ENU) is a well-known metric for evaluating network
resource usage efficiency. It is obtained from equation (14). It
is defined as the ratio of files transferred to files requested. A
low ENU shows that the used replication algorithm per-
forms better in choosing a suitable place for replication.

ENU �
Nremote file accesses + Nfile replications

Nremote file accesses + Nlocal file accesses
. (14)

In Figure 11, the EFRA is compared with the four
replication algorithms in terms of the effective network
usage (ENU) with the Zipf access pattern. As shown in
Figure 11, the EFRA improves ENUmore than the RCP and
FRA methods. Because the EFRA reduces the number of
remote accesses to the files, it lowers the need for file
replication using Algorithm 2. Algorithm 2 places the files
in the nodes with a higher probability of future access.
Besides, the EFRA prevents deleting popular files by
considering the future number of accesses and last access
time in the replacement part (Algorithm 3). Other algo-
rithms like RCP only consider the last access time in
selecting a low-value file. Indeed, it considers the temporal
and geographical locality and has more local accesses.

Besides, the most popular files are requested in the zip
access pattern. Consequently, in the EFRA, the jobs at the
time of execution access the required files locally with more
probability. Hence, the number of local accesses increases,
and the number of replications reduces, in addition to
lowering the ENU.

5. Conclusion

Recently, with the advancement of technology and the
production of large amounts of data by data-intensive ap-
plications, the popularity of distributed systems such as
Grid, Cloud, and Fog is increasing. +ese systems provide
infrastructures and platforms for sharing and managing
large amounts of data. Delay in accessing data is one of Grid
and Cloud’s significant problems. Data replication is used as
a key method to solve this problem. In this paper, we present
a new dynamic fuzzy-based replication algorithm. +e
proposed algorithm uses the fuzzy decision to select the best
place for replication and the best replicas to delete. It
considers the parameters of the future number of file ac-
cesses, communication capacity in the node, failure prob-
ability, storage queue workload, and the latest file access time
to select the best replica location. +e proposed algorithm
reduces the access time and bandwidth consumption by
preventing the deletion of popular and valuable files in the
absence of storage space. We compare the proposed algo-
rithm with well-known replication algorithms using the
OptorSim simulator. Simulation results show that our
proposed algorithm can improve performance parameters
compared to LRU, Modified BHR, RCP, and FRA methods.
Our method can enhance performance by considering more
efficient parameters in the replica placement and
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replacement phases and using the fuzzy system analysis
power. We intend to use more decision parameters such as
price and security in future works. In addition, evaluating
the proposed method in a real distributed system is another
upcoming plan. We also plan to evaluate the proposed
method’s combination with different popular job scheduling
algorithms.
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